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Workshop Objectives
Today’s focus:

• planning for differentiated & scaffolded literacy supports
• designing a framework that supports early and emergent readers
and writers
• integrating word work and oral language into engaging literacy
activities

co-planned this workshop's objectives
in consultation with SD 42’s POPEY District Partners
POPEY

Building a Supportive, Differentiated
& Connected Classroom

Key Principles of a Differentiated Classroom

1. The teacher is clear about the essential skills all students need.
2. The teacher understands, appreciates, and builds upon student differences.
3. Assessment and instruction are inseparable.
4. The teacher adjusts content, process, and product in response to student
readiness, interests, and learning profile.

Adapted from - The Differentiated Classroom: Responding to the Needs of All Learners - Tomlinson

continued…

Key Principles of a Differentiated Classroom
…continued

5. All students participate in respectful work.
6. Students and teachers are collaborators in learning.
7. Goals of a differentiated classroom are maximum growth and
individual success.
8. Flexibility is the hallmark of a differentiated classroom.

Adapted from - The Differentiated Classroom: Responding to the Needs of All Learners - Tomlinson

teachers differentiate:

content

process

product

based on student:

readiness

interests

learning profiles

respectful tasks that are:

authentic

challenging

engaging

to increase:

growth

motivation

Adapted from -Differentiated Instruction Strategies to Promote Student Learning & Differentiated Instruction in Action - Tomlinson

success

Student Centred-Learning
Engaging the brain helps to increase students' intrinsic motivation.
To keep their attention, teachers should:
"provide choices
"provide change of location
"provide balance of novelty and ritual
"make learning relevant
"make learning personal
"make learning engaging - emotional, energetic, physical

Adapted from - Teaching with the Brain in Mind - Jensen

Brain Friendly Classrooms & Schools
"safe and secure environments
•
•

predictable routines & conditions
emotional respect

"collaboration
•
•
•

safe social collaboration
daily opportunities to use dialogue
listening attentively & respecting ideas

"firsthand & multi-sensory experiences
•
•

doing the “real thing”
promote brain growth and neural connections

"choice and self-directedness
•
•
•

Adapted from - The Motivated Brain - Gregory & Kaufeldt

empowering & engaging
take responsibility for learning
releases dopamine

Brain-Compatible Activities
Engaging all four of the learning modalities:

Auditory

Tactile

Kinesthetic

Visual

Discussions
Drawing/artwork
Games
Manipulatives
Movement
From - Formative Assessment in a Brain-Compatible Classroom - Tate

Music, rhythm, rhyme
Role-plays, drama, charades
Storytelling
Writing/journals

Engagement - Part of the Universal Design for Learning Framework

multiple means
of engagement
the “why" of learning

affective networks
• how learners get engaged & stay
motivated
• how learners are challenged,
excited or interested
• these are affective dimensions

sleep is the dump cycle

the brain gets rid of what it
doesn’t need
what it thinks is not relevant
when learners’ brains are
engaged - the brain thinks it’s
relevant

Adapted from - cast.org -UDL Guidelines and - Dr. Martha Burns - April 2018 - The New Neuroscience of Language and Literacy

Key Questions for Planning with UDL
Representation
How can I present information, ideas & instructions in different ways
to support understanding for ALL?

Action & Expression
What options can I offer to support planning, independent &
cooperative learning & the sharing of ideas?

Engagement
What options can I offer to increase interest, motivation & resilience?
resilience

Adapted from - Using the 3 UDL Principles to Inform Planning

Making Language & Content Accessible for ELLs
• simplify vocabulary
• recycle new words
• simplify sentence structure
• highlight key ideas and instructions
• give clear, explicit instructions

Strategies that
support ELL students
support ALL students.

• use many non-verbal cues
• make frequent use of concrete and visual supports
• allow sufficient response time when interacting orally
• check often for comprehension
• use key visuals
• avoid using slang, idioms, figurative language
Supporting English Language Learners - Ontario

Reflect & Next Steps

POPEY
Docs

Examine the Strategies to Support English Language Learners document

What strategies do you already use?
Which strategies would you like to try?
Highlight, underline or record the strategies on the chart:

POPEY Activity
Packs

!

POPEY
Planning and Strategies to Support English Language Learners

Classroom and Lesson Preparation

!! the entire class brainstorms a list of ways all students can make the classroom a
welcoming place for any newcomers and how they can be helpful to ELLs
!! practice and model the correct pronunciation of students’ names
!! learning materials are gathered for students to use independently or with a buddy,
such as:
o! picture books with audio support, math activities, interactive computer or tablet
learning activities and/or word games
!! objects in the classroom environment are labelled in English and in the students’ first
languages (where possible)
!! timetables are posted for easy referral/viewing – with use of key visuals
!! key visuals are provided to support themes, and to help bring language to life, such
as:
o! images from magazines, newspapers, posters, flyers, the Internet
!! content objectives are clearly defined and written prominently on the board for
students
!! language objectives are clearly defined and written prominently on the board for
students
!! both content and language objectives are reviewed at the beginning and the end of
a lesson
!! concepts taught are age-appropriate and take into consideration the overall
educational background of students
!! supplementary materials are prepared to boost comprehension, such as:
o! anchor charts, pictures, graphs, multimedia, manipulatives, demonstrations,
models, illustrations, realia
!! graphic organizers are used to show how ideas are related, such as:
o! T-charts, Venn diagrams, flow charts, story maps, and timelines are examples of
organizers that are not dependent on language knowledge and that promote
the development of thinking skills
!! content the students produce is adapted appropriately through the use of:
o! adapted and/or highlighted text, graphic organizers, labeled images and/or
illustration
!! activities are meaningful and integrate lesson concepts, such as:
o! opportunities for listening, speaking, reading and writing are integrated into
lesson activities
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Planning and Strategies to Support English Language Learners

Building Background
!! students’ personal, cultural and/or academic experiences are taken into
consideration
!! information regarding students’ interests is used to engage them and to encourage
the learning of English
!! participation in extracurricular activities is encouraged to increase opportunities for
language acquisition
!! concepts are linked to students’ background experiences
!! past learning and prior knowledge about a topic and new concepts are explicitly
linked
!! all lessons are designed to include a component which activates prior knowledge
such as:
o! adapted and/or highlighted text, graphic organizers, labeled images and/or
illustrations
!! new vocabulary is limited and presented in context
!! key vocabulary is identified in advance and presented in a multisensory way, such as:
o! see, say, write, act

Comprehensible Input
!! teach the English for important personal information
o! e.g., address, phone number)
!! teach key survival phrases, such as:
o! “Where is...?”, “Hello,” and “Goodbye.” - use pictures and actions to reinforce
meaning
!! use speech that is appropriate for the students and their varying proficiency levels
including:
o! speaking at a slower rate, enunciating clearly, using simple sentence structures,
using gestures, limiting use of idioms
!! explain tasks clearly, simply and use step-by-step instructions that include visuals
!! use a variety of techniques that make concepts clear, such as:
o! gestures, demonstrations, modeling, multimedia, models, visuals, graphic
organizers etc.
!! pre-teach and re-teach essential vocabulary using a variety of support, such as:
o! models, charts, pictures, diagrams, word cards, picture books, toys, posters,
banners and real objects (e.g., articles of clothing, leaves and acorns, fruits and
vegetables)
!! have students match pictures to vocabulary or to draw pictures that go with the words

!

POPEY
!! recycle new words - reintroduce new words in a different context, or use recently
learned words to introduce or expand a concept
!! use simplified sentence structures
!! ask bilingual peers and volunteers to help clarify instructions, as necessary
!! learn and use words and phrases students’ first languages to clarify instructions and
key concepts (as necessary)

Strategies
!! teach learning strategies through explicit instruction
!! provide ample opportunities for students to use and apply learning strategies, such as:
o! metacognitive, cognitive, problem solving, predicting, organizing, summarizing,
categorizing, evaluating, self-monitoring
!! use scaffolding techniques consistently throughout lessons, such as:
o! think-alouds, paraphrasing, modeling, reinforcing, repeating, pausing
!! vary question types, in particular those that promote higher-order thinking skills (HOTS),
such as:
o! literal, analytical, interpretive
!! provide bilingual and picture dictionaries and visual aids to assist students in creating
their own bilingual dictionary
!! encourage the use of the first language for a variety of writing activities, such as:
o! journal writing, personal dictionaries, word lists, prewriting activities, and when
writing outlines or drafts
!! create a word wall (with first language translations, where possible) with pictures to:
o! introduce and reinforce topic-specific vocabulary
o! teach students how to use a word wall as a tool to increase understanding
!! teach students to use the computer with level-appropriate computer software, online
tools and/or tablet applications
!! provide a desktop picture alphabet for students whose first language alphabet differs
from the alphabet used in English
!! demonstrate procedures and provide related hands-on activities
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Planning and Strategies to Support English Language Learners

Interaction
!! provide continual opportunities for interactions and discussion between teacher and
students
!! assign buddies, mentors, and peers to support and encourage class participation
!! group and seat students where they can hear and see well, and near classmates who
will provide support and language modelling, as necessary
!! encourage ELLs to ask for assistance from peers
!! give new students classroom jobs to perform, to assist with socialization and
orientation, such as:
o! distributing classroom materials, monitoring attendance, going on errands
!! encourage detailed responses
!! consistently allow for sufficient wait time when waiting for student responses
!! provide sufficient opportunities for students to clarify key concepts in their native
languages though:
o! aide, peer or text in native language (L1)
!! give students positive feedback for their efforts

Practice and Application
!! provide:
o! hands-on-materials and manipulatives for practice of new content knowledge
o! activities that apply content and language knowledge together
o! activities that integrate all language skills (i.e., reading, writing, listening,
speaking)
!! allow students to demonstrate their understanding of a concept in alternative ways
such as:
o! demonstration, speech, picture, writing in the first language
!! have students review main concepts and vocabulary by:
o! working with partners in a Think-Pair-Share task
o! participating in whole-class sessions at the end of each lesson or activity

!

POPEY
Lesson Delivery
!! give clear instructions, for example:
o! number and label the steps in an activity
o! use visual aids
!! encourage students to retell instructions in their own words
!! content objectives are clearly supported by lesson delivery
!! language objectives are clearly supported by lesson delivery
!! consistently engage students
o! most students taking part or on task 90-100% of the time
!! pace lessons appropriately in correlation to students’ ability level
!! check often for comprehension
!! adapt lessons to the individual ELL’s level of English proficiency
!! make all students aware of phonetic structures through think-aloud questions, for
example:
o! “What sound does classroom begin with?”
!! teach language structures by highlighting specific structures by using a variety of
strategies, such as:
o! flashcards, repetition, role play, charts with pictures, and guided reading and
writing
!! provide writing prompts to help students complete specific task, such as:
o! letter writing, journal writing, reading responses etc.
!! provide writing scaffolds, such as the cloze procedure, to help students use new words
and phrases
!! use which prompts when students are reading to encourage the use reading
strategies to deepen comprehension.

POPEY
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Planning and Strategies to Support English Language Learners

Review and Assessment
Teachers should adjust their expectations according to the length of time students have
been in Canada, students’ previous educational and social experiences, and the amount of
cultural adjustment required. Evaluation procedures should be clear and purposeful and
should distinguish between ELL needs and program content needs.
r initial goals upon arrival are to learn the classroom routines and basic English phrases
r focus on improving student learning
r link directly to curriculum expectations (as modified for each ELL’s degree of English
language proficiency)
r recognize linguistic and academic progress
r take into account realistic and varying rates of second-language learning
r incorporate student self-assessment
r involve students and parents actively in assessment and progress
r include short-term goals for students based on observations
r provide extensive reviews of key vocabulary and concepts
r provide regular feedback to students on their output:
o language, content, overall work
r assess student comprehension and learning throughout an entire lesson/unit
r use a variety of assessment techniques:
o informal, authentic, group responses
r provide feedback in small chunks - one area of improvement or error at a time
o note specific, habitual errors and provide direct instruction later
r teach a “language feature of the week”, based on students’ needs
o teach them explicitly, and provide opportunities for practice
r encourage ELLs to keep an editing checklist containing examples of errors and
corrections, for their reference

Assessment tools and strategies include:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

student-teacher conferences
portfolio assessment
teacher observations (ongoing)
direct and timely feedback from the teacher
peer feedback
self-assessment checklist
reflective journal entries
paragraph frames to guide reflection

Adapted from:
§ Center for Applied Linguistics - SIOP® Model Information
§ Supporting English Language Learners – Ontario Education
Images from:
Educlips

Strategies to Support English Language Learners
Category

Classroom &
Lesson
Preparation

Building
Background

Comprehensible
Input

General
Strategies

Planning and Strategies

Strategies to Support English Language Learners
Category

Interaction

Practice &
Application

Lesson
Delivery

Review and
Assessment

Planning & Strategies

Additional POPEY Docs to Support…

POPEY
Docs

Universal Design for Learning Supports
Literacy Instructional Strategies
(Inclusive Classroom Strategies for Differentiated Instruction & Additional Support)

Comprehensive Writing - Activities & Levels of Support
Comprehensive Reading - Activities & Levels of Support
Planning Strategies to Consider

POPEY Activity
Packs

Think of how Global Positioning Systems (GPS)
have transformed navigation.

GPS devices offer:
• just-in-time, individualized support
• continuous progress monitoring, feedback, and course corrections
• a wide variety of choices for how to enter information and receive feedback
• suggest multiple routes to take
• respond to changes in traffic patterns and suggest alternative routes
• accuracy; leading to the desired outcome for almost every user, on almost every
trip

This is what all of our students need.

Strategies and Routines
to Support Reading Development

Think About Yourself as a Reader
You probably:

choose what you want to read
! read for a variety of purposes
! have opportunities to read for long periods of time
! respond through reflection, conversation, and collaboration
! sometimes share your thinking and insights with others
!

think about how you can provide your
students with these same opportunities...

From - Reading with Meaning: Teaching Comprehension in the Primary Grades - Miller

The Developmental Stages of Reading
Early
• pretend, imitate & practice reading behaviours
• become familiar with words, letters & rhymes
• begin to understand concepts of print
Emergent
• know that print represents sounds & words
• know how sounds translate into letters & letter clusters
• understand most concepts of print
• know how to break words into letters &/or sounds
• develop decoding & problem solving skills
• acquire a collection of high frequency words
• rely on pictures, initial consonants and other cues
Fluent
• stronger decoding skills
• identify words with greater skill & ease
• apply more complex comprehension strategies
• cueing systems to support comprehension
• have a bigger bank of sight words
Adapted from - A Guide to Effective Instruction in Reading - K-3 - Ontario Education

Reading Demands a Two-Pronged Attack

READING
Decoding

Thinking

Phonemic Awareness

Comprehension

Spelling, Vocabulary

Constructing meaning

Fluency

Metacognition

Mastering the Code

Making Meaning

*your Word Work study will help support Mastering the Code

We need to teach students that reading is thinking.
From - Reading Power - Gear

Effective Routines for Developing Word Solvers
Students should have daily experiences with:
‣

scaffolded reading and writing activities

‣

alphabet games, stories, poems and songs

‣

predictable charts

‣

sound activities - sorting, blending, substituting, matching

‣

letter and word sorts

‣

making words activities

‣

word and sentence segmenting activities

‣

syllable sorting and segmenting activities

‣

word wall activities

‣

word guessing games

Adapted from - Comprehensive Literacy Resource for Kindergarten; Grades 1-2 Teachers - Trehearne

Word Work Must Be Transferred
The goal of word work instruction is to support kids’ progress
as readers and writers.
#

instruction in Word Work matters because it enables reading & writing

#

the pace & content of your Word Work needs to align with the work the
kids are doing as readers & writers

#

the sequence of your high-frequency words/word wall words should align
with reading & writing instruction

#

your activities should connect:

word work activity

finding words in books

Adapted from - Units of Study in Phonics - Calkins, Louis & The Reading and Writing Project

finding words in their writing

Solving Words
Through

Observe & Notice What Students
Know, Understand & Can Do
" letter/sound

knowledge

" phonological

awareness

" word

knowledge/word solving

" recognizing

familiar words

" building
" taking

words

words apart

" analyzing

words

These four components work in concert to
support students’ overall literacy development
Adapted from: Comprehensive Literacy Resource for Kindergarten & Grades 1-2 Teachers - Trehearne & BC Curriculum - ELA Curriculum

Oral Language Supports the Components of Word Work
concepts of print
• letters
• books
• left-to-right directionality
phonological awareness
• sentence awareness
• word awareness
• syllable awareness (onset & rime)
• rhyme awareness
• phonemic awareness (sound level of words)

letter knowledge & sounds
• letters
• letter names
• letter sounds
• letter-sound correspondence
• letter formation
• upper case & lower case

word knowledge/word solving
• blending
• segmenting
• word patterns
• word families
• vocabulary

high frequency words
• find & use
• read
• write
• learn

Adapted from - Units of Study in Phonics - Calkins, Louis & The Reading and Writing Project & POPEY Language Games to Support Phonological Awareness

Word Wall
I Spy

• one person will pick a word from the list that you want your partner(s) to guess
• give 1-2 hint(s) to start with
• hint should be based on the sounds or features in the word
"the word has the short 'i' sound"

"the word starts with ‘th'"
“the word has two syllables
“it’s a compound word”
• hints are given until the word is correctly guessed - that person picks the next
word
• take turns so that each person gets a try

PALS - Sight Word I Spy

POPEY Activity Packs

Profile of a Proficient Reader
A good reader is metacognitive. A good reader...

•

Makes connections

•

Asks questions

•

Visualizes

•

Determines importance

•

Draws inferences

•

Analyzes and synthesizes

•

Monitors comprehension
We need to explicitly, and repeatedly,
model how good readers use these skills.

From - Reading Power - Gear

Scaffolded Support for Reading
Independent Reading

Reading BY Children

Guided Reading

Reading WITH Children

Literacy Centres

Reading Together

Reading Workshop Partners

Shared Reading

Reading WITH Children

Active Read Aloud

Reading TO Children

Possible Reading Goals
PRE-EMERGENT & EMERGENT READERS
engagement

fluency

using sources of information

conversation

writing about reading

comprehension

fiction

non-fiction

plot & setting

main idea

characters

details

vocabulary

vocabulary

themes & ideas

features of text

Adapted from - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

How to Meet Reading Goals

goal
skill

skill

strategy

strategy
strategy

strategy

strategy

strategy

skill
strategy

strategy
strategy
Adapted from - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Sample Plan

Goal - Reading Non-Fiction - Vocabulary

what
words do
you know
already?

word choice

work with a
partner to
predict
keywords

use the
words
you know

*more specific reading strategies are
located at the back of the eHandout
Adapted from - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo & Units of Study in Reading - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

expect &
look out for
keywords

Reading Mini-Lesson Format
Connection
•
•
•

connect the context of the day’s teaching with the work the class has been doing
name the teaching point for the lesson - expect and look out for nonfiction keywords
about 1 minute

Teach

•
•
•

crystallize what you plan to teach in this mini-lesson - today’s goal & steps to reach it
provide concrete instruction to demonstrate today’s skill or strategy
2-3 minutes

Active Engagement
•
•
•

“Now you try it” - and provide students with a little bit of guided practice (scaffolded learning)
everyone has a go, working with a partner or small group, while the teacher listens and coaches
2-3 minutes

Link
•
•
•

re-state the teaching point – connect it to not just today, but every day
they go and do their own work – working independently & collaboratively with their partners
about 1 minute

Format from - Units of Study for Teaching Writing - Calkins

= 10 minutes

Parts of the Reading Workshop - Nonfiction Sample
Connection
Explain that learning about a topic involves understanding the language
that explains it.
Cite the kids’ abilities to talk the lingo of a high-interest topic
(skateboarding, basketball, dogs…) - very quick oral discussion/sharing
Name the teaching point:
Even before readers start to read
a new nonfiction book, they think, “What keywords do I
expect to run into?” and they make a little list.
Later, when they see one of those words in the book,
they don’t get stuck. Instead, they think, “I knew
that word would be here!”

From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Parts of the Reading Workshop - Nonfiction Sample
Teaching

Brainstorm a set of words you’re likely to encounter in the book
you’re about to read, and model getting stuck on one, once you
start reading the book out loud.

Lets think of the words we already know about this topic.
We should try talk the talk of tigers.
What are some keywords that we might already know?

From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Parts of the Reading Workshop - Nonfiction Sample
Active Engagement

Set children up to anticipate keywords in new books, and then
coach them as they read on the lookout for the keywords.

Now,
It’s time
beginto
to try
readthis
justinthe
your
first
ownpart
book
of-your
book together,
and be
onathe
lookout
those keywords
for real,
with
brand
new for
text!
you’re expecting to see.
Get ready to talk the talk of your new book by thinking about
Those keywords
are helping
youinside
talk the
what keywords
you’ll probably
meet
thetalk
book.
right from the start!

From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Parts of the Reading Workshop - Nonfiction Sample
Link

Bring the readers back together to restate the teaching point,
and remind them they can use this skill moving forward.

Readers, I can hear and see that you are starting to anticipate
the keywords you’ll find when you read your new books.
You are growing knowledge about a topic right away.

From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Talk the
Talk

• in partners/groups & with your own non-fiction books
• think about the lingo you’re going to find in your books
• talk the talk of your topic
What words might I run into?

# What are some keywords that we already know?
• read your book with your partner/group - notice when you read the lingo
you brainstormed!

Adapted from - Units of Study in Reading Grade 2 - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

Reading Workshop/Reading Block Structure

HOW the classroom runs

minilesson/
focus
lesson

Teacher is:

sharing
# teacher
# students
★ celebration

Students are:

• conferring with students
• reading privately
• teaching small groups
read to self
• providing mid-workshop small • reading with a partner
teaching moments
read to someone

independent reading time

Adapted from: Units of Study - Writing - Calkins & Mindsets and Moves - Goldberg & The Daily Five - Boushey & Moser

Powerful Small Group work
A 5-7 minute small group should include some of these components:
✓ Rally
‣
‣

convey the reason for teaching the principle you are about to focus on
build students’ commitment to the work and how it will fit with their ongoing work

✓ Activate learning
‣
‣

involve students in a quick warm-up
gets them doing some work that reminds them of prior learning

✓ Launch
‣

detail the work students will do to engage with the principle, and then get them started

✓ Work side by side
‣

actively observe, monitor, guide and support students’ work and efforts

✓ Challenge
‣
‣

either lift the level of the work all students are doing, or
channel students to continue working with less of your support

✓ Teach toward tomorrow
‣
‣

explain ways the work of the small group can affect students’ ongoing work as readers and writers
channel them to apply the principle to their ongoing reading and writing

From - Units of Study in Phonics - Calkins, Louis & The Reading and Writing Project

Highlights of Strategies to Support
model

prompt

provide

:how to relate to texts
& make connections

:talking to peers about
texts read

:quiet & relaxed
environment

:how to visualize text
by forming mental
images

:generating questions
about a text

:opportunities for retelling
&/or summarizing

:prediction skills
:choosing just right reads

Adapted from - POPEY Literacy Instructional Strategies

(before, during & after reading)

-in manageable chunks

:using prediction skills

:graphic organizers

:noticing:

:visual aids/key images
for vocabulary

-when they get lost in the
text
-when to stop and re-read
for clarification
-when to stop and ask
questions
-how and when they should
adjust pacing

:examples of different text
structures & genres

Highlights of Strategies to Support
model
:working & playing with
words - to discover how
words work
:use of rhymes & rhyming
words
:how authors & writers
work to spell words
:how to break compound
words into smaller words &
syllables

Adapted from - POPEY Literacy Instructional Strategies

prompt
:active use of word wall/
vocabulary charts
:using “seek the part you
know”

:students look for familiar,
smaller words
:within a larger, unfamiliar
word

:using “say it and move it”

-students slide letter
manipulatives around as they
blend letters & phonemes

:identifying & using
prefixes, roots & suffixes

provide
:opportunities to play
many language games

:manipulatives & various
materials for word study
:illustrations of words - to
learn through visual
representations

Read-Aloud to Support and Reinforce…
Buddy Book Walk

Strategies for Pre-Emergent and Emergent Readers

engagement
noticing details
word choice
fluency & expression
Strategies for Print Work

one-to-one matching
decoding
image from amazon.ca

Adapted from - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Roll-aWord

• take one onset cube and one rime cube
• taking turns, roll each cube
• arrange the cubes so that the onset cube is placed to the left of the rime
cube
• blend the onset and rime and say the word

i.e. - c/at = “cat”
• write each word as you make them - real or nonsense words
• underline the real words and put an "X" through the nonsense words
• share your list of words

FCRR - Phonics - Letter-Sound Correspondence - 2-3

Wordless Picture Book to Support and Reinforce…
Buddy Book Walk

Strategies for Pre-Emergent and Emergent Readers

engagement
noticing details
supporting ideas with evidence
inferring

Adapted from - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

n
o
i
t
i
n
g
metaco

Adapted from - Comprehension Connections - McGregor

Thinking
Buddy
Book
Stems
Walk

I’m thinking….
I’m noticing…
I’m wondering…
I’m seeing…
I’m feeling…

th inking a b ou
t
our thinking

Fostering Comprehension in ALL Readers
Kids need:
✓A

great deal of time spent reading

✓ Experience

reading real texts for real reasons

✓ Experience

reading a range of text genres that we want students to
be able to comprehend

✓A

setting rich in vocabulary development through reading, experience, and
discussions of words and their meanings

✓A

setting rich in high-quality talk about texts that have been read

✓ Lots

of time spent writing texts for others to read
Readers read longer to get stronger!

Adapted from - What Really Matters in RTI - Allington

Strategies and Routines
to Support Writing Development

Imagine if we didn’t engage babies in conversations until
they could correctly pronounce whole sentences.

If we don’t engage youngsters in the real work
of writing … until they can accurately write whole
sentences, we risk slowing their learning.
From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

The Developmental Stages of Writing
Early
• oral language can equal print
• understanding concepts of print
• imitates adult writing

Emergent
• begins to understand the purpose for writing
• expresses ideas in simple sentences
• uses some basic writing forms
• writing is used to communicate a message
• often uses inventive spelling

Fluent
• writes for a variety of purposes
• uses forms for the appropriate audience
• follows the steps of the writing process
• uses a variety of spelling strategies
• groups sentences into paragraphs
Adapted from:A Guide to Effective Instruction in Writing - K-3 - Ontario Education

Writing Modes

WHAT we write

different purposes for writing
✓Narrative
‣ real or imagined texts/stories
✦ to tell a story
✓Informational
‣ writing about topics students know or have researched
✦ to explain, describe or inform
✓Persuasive
‣ writing arguments to support claims or opinions
✦ to convince using logic or reason
Adapted from - The Writing Thief - Culham & BC Ministry of Education - ELA Curriculum

A Learning Pathway for Young Writers
Some children…
will draw and write as motor activities
will convey meaning in their drawings, but if they write at all,
it may be unclear what their marks say
will write - but seem to use random letters
know some letters and sounds but don’t yet write them
label drawings - but don’t yet write readable sentences
write all-about books and stories (and other genres too)
Adapted from - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

A Learning Pathway for Young Writers
Some children will draw and write as motor activities
We need to help these children grasp the idea that texts carry
messages, that pictures and words hold stories and information.

Our first goal will be to help them approach the page with an intention
to convey meaning
If youngsters are not encoding meaning into their drawings and their
approximations of writing - helping them to do this will be our focus

From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Getting Ideas for Stories & Practicing Storytelling
Oral rehearsal (storytelling) helps young writers develop a sense
of storybook language.

Think of something that happened or something you did
Practice telling a partner with a storyteller’s voice
Pictures and words can tell who, where, and what happened
Use speech bubbles
l!

Coo

Wow
!

From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Scaffolded Support for Writing
Independent Writing

Writing BY Children

Guided Writing

Writing WITH Children

Literacy Centres
Writing Workshop Partners

Writing Together

Shared &/or Interactive
Writing

Writing WITH Children

Modelled Writing

Writing FOR Children

Possible Writing Goals

composing with pictures

focus & meaning

engagement

organization & structure

elaboration

conventions - spelling

generating ideas

working with writing partners

word choice

conventions - grammar & punctuation

*this work doesn’t just occur during Writing time - it can happen during Word Work & Reading time too
Adapted from - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

Sample Plan for a Writing Goal

generating
ideas

opinion
informational

how to

observe
closely

procedural
text

photo starts
-using pictures

*more specific writing strategies are
located at the back of the eHandout
Adapted from - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

moments
with strong
feelings

writing to
change the
world

interview
to dig for
topics

Writing Mini-Lesson Format - How-to Writing Sample
Connection
think about what you noticed about the mentor text - encourage kids to do the same
name the teaching point for the lesson - you can put what you know on paper
about 1 minute

•
•
•

Teach

•
•
•

model out loud - think-plan-write
don't just say what you want them to do - talk your writing process out loud
2-3 minutes

Active Engagement
•
•
•

where the learner becomes part of the learning - turn and try it with a partner, in the air, etc.
everyone has a go - with support (whole-class sharing = more demonstration)
2-3 minutes

Link
•
•
•

re-state the teaching point – connect it to not just today, but every day
they go and do their own writing – working independently & collaboratively with their partners
about 1 minute

Format from - Units of Study for Teaching Writing - Calkins

= 10 minutes

Launching the Writing Workshop
We Are All Writers:
Putting Ideas on Paper with Pictures and Words

Writers write to make stuff - stories and teaching books.
And this year, you are going to write books as well.
So from this day forward, I’m going to call you writers.

Of course, if I’m going to call you writers,
you’ll need time to actually write, to make stuff stories and teaching books.
So every day we’ll have a writing workshop.
We’ll gather here to learn what writers do.
From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Parts of the Writing Workshop
Connection
Show the children different kinds of books, pointing out that writers
wrote them all. Tell children that this year, they’ll write too, producing
books like those in your meeting area.
Point out that if you are going to call children writers, they need time
to write, and use that to introduce the daily structure of a writing
workshop.
Name the teaching point.
You think of something you know about,
and then with drawings and writing,
you put what you know on the paper.

From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Parts of the Writing Workshop
Teaching

Demonstrate how you go about making a teaching text - coming up
with topics, then picturing those topics, and then getting ready to
put what you know on the page.

I could write about TV shows or dogs or bikes.
I have a bike so I could teach other people about bikes.
Now I am going to put what I know on the page
by drawing my bike and writing about it.

From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Parts of the Writing Workshop
Active Engagement

Channel writers to think of a topic they could teach others and to
tell what they might put on their page.

Right now, think of what you know that you could teach others.
Picture it…tell the people near you what you will draw and write about
in your teaching piece.
Writers, after you picture your topic, you need to put it on the paper.
You can draw it and write words.

From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Parts of the Writing Workshop
Link

Remind children that they can write to teach people things,
just like grown-ups.

It’s not just grown-ups who can write
to teach people things.
You can each write about something you know,
teaching others about that topic.

From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Mentor Text Read-Aloud:
A How-To Book
Buddy Book
Walk

image from amazon.ca

Keeping
Your
Friends!

Talking points for you (and your students):

• social language, kindness, being polite
Oral rehearsal / discussion:

• what are ways to make and keep friends?
Collaborative Creation / Writing:

• make a book called How To Keep All Your Friends

From - Building Speech and Language Capacity Resource - CCSD

POPEY Activity Packs

How to Keep
All Your Friends

By: ________________________________________________________

How to Keep
All Your Friends

How to Keep
All Your Friends

How to Keep
All Your Friends

How to Keep
All Your Friends

How to Keep
All Your Friends

Writing Block Structure

HOW the classroom runs
sharing

minilesson

Teacher is:

• conferring with students
• teaching small groups
• providing mid-workshop
small teaching moments

# teacher
# students
★ celebration

Students are:

• writing privately
• working with writing
partners (conferring,
editing, etc.)

independent writing time

Adapted from: Units of Study - Writing - Calkins & TCWRP and Mindsets and Moves - Goldberg

Powerful Small Group work
A 5-7 minute small group should include some of these components:
✓ Rally
‣
‣

convey the reason for teaching the principle you are about to focus on
build students’ commitment to the work and how it will fit with their ongoing work

✓ Activate learning
‣
‣

involve students in a quick warm-up
gets them doing some work that reminds them of prior learning

✓ Launch
‣

detail the work students will do to engage with the principle, and then get them started

✓ Work side by side
‣

actively observe, monitor, guide and support students’ work and efforts

✓ Challenge
‣
‣

either lift the level of the work all students are doing, or
channel students to continue working with less of your support

✓ Teach toward tomorrow
‣
‣

explain ways the work of the small group can affect students’ ongoing work as readers and writers
channel them to apply the principle to their ongoing reading and writing

From - Units of Study in Phonics - Calkins, Louis & The Reading and Writing Project

Highlights of Strategies to Support
model
:how a community of
writers can struggle &
succeed together
:how to plan & write using a
variety of graphic
organizers & planning
templates
:the writing process-step-by-step
-in manageable chunks
-over several days

Adapted from - POPEY Literacy Instructional Strategies

prompt
:reiterating the purpose
for a writing task in their
own words
:prioritizing writing traits
or elements of the
editing process to focus
on
:writing for an audience
& purpose
:using starter sentences,
common vocabulary &/
or key words

provide
:variety of expectations for
volume of writing created
:opportunities for students
to record ideas/writing
using technology
:opportunities for student
choice
-format, genre, topic
-based on interest, need
& support available
:pictures, books, objects story starters/provocations

Highlights of Strategies to Support
model
:how to retell instructions
:reading, miming, repeating &/
or illustrating stories
-using drawings, pictures,
gestures etc.

:use of open ended questions

-who, what, where, when, why &
how

:use of higher level questions &
answers during discussions

:how to adjust the speed &
level of language

Adapted from - POPEY Literacy Instructional Strategies

prompt
:explaining word meanings to
each other
-oral explanations
-discuss topics of learning

provide
:many opportunities for
conversation - with different
partners & for different
purposes

:retelling of instructions to a
peer

:many opportunities for
students to talk to peers about
:practicing how to develop ideas texts they’ve read & written
by thinking aloud
:using illustrations in writing

:information in a variety of
different formats
-visual, oral & graphical

Mentor Text to Model and Support Writing…
Genre

persuasive/opinion
Specific Strategies

observing closely
mining mentor texts for topics
Strong Use of Purposeful Detail

details
facts
reasons
information
Adapted from - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

image from amazon.ca

Please
Don’t
Quit!

Oral Rehearsal & Sharing:
Brainstorm - talking to share ideas:

Separates the
formulating of

• what’s your favourite crayon colour?

sentences from the

• why wouldn’t you want it to quit?

very difficult task of
writing sentences

Oral rehearsal of your persuasive letter:

• talk through some ideas with an elbow partner first
Write your letter:

• independent, partner, or group work
Adapted from - The Day the Crayons Quit - Persuasive Unit

Dear________________________________,

Please do not quit.

image from crayonpicturebooks.com

From,____________________________

Mentor Text to Model and Support Writing…
Genre

narrative story/memoir
Specific Strategies

observing closely/small moments
mining mentor texts for topics
Strategies

choosing
generating & collecting ideas
drafting
developing
revising
Adapted from - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

image from bloomsbury.com

Zooming
In

• think about our big
• make your own

topic - Today at School
story that came out of our big

topic

• take turns with your writing partner & tell each other your ideas for your story
"list out different seeds - or ideas - for your story
#count out each idea across your fingers

Separates the
formulating of
sentences from the
difficult task of
writing sentences

• write out your different seed ideas - 1 on each piece of paper - to make a
story
Adapted from - Units of Study in Writing - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

What We Know About Writing Development
Kids need:
# extensive

opportunities to write on topics they care about

# explicit

and sequenced instruction that helps them progress along a
learning continuum

# critical

feedback that helps them know next steps

From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Effective Routines for Writing Instruction
Students need exposure and practice with:
‣ oral

language skills

‣ activating

prior knowledge and experience

‣ understanding

audience and purpose for writing

‣ understanding

the writing process

‣ understanding

the elements of writing

‣ applying

higher-order thinking skills

‣ applying

word work activities into writing tasks

‣ exposure

to a variety of text forms, genres, formats and electronic

media

Adapted from - A Guide to Effective Instruction in Writing - K-3 - Ontario Education

How to Help Students Spend More Time in the Learning Zone
Creating a spiral to ever-increasing capabilities:
✓ they must believe that they CAN improve
‣

growth mindset

✓ they must WANT to improve at that particular skill
‣

purpose - context, meaning, connection to the WHY

✓ they must have an idea of HOW & WHAT they can do to improve

explicit instruction, demonstration & modelling
‣ time for deliberate practice
‣

✓ they must be in a low-stakes situation where mistakes are to
be EXPECTED
‣

welcome and examine mistakes as opportunities for practice, revision and learning

TEDTalk: How To Get Better at the Things You Care About

Mini-Lesson Format
Connection
•
•
•

connect the context of the day’s teaching with the work the class has been doing
name the teaching point for the lesson
about 1 minute

Teach

•
•
•

crystallize what you plan to teach in this mini-lesson - today’s goal & steps to reach it
provide concrete instruction to demonstrate today’s skill or strategy
2-3 minutes

Active Engagement
•
•
•

“Now you try it” - and provide students with a little bit of guided practice (scaffolded learning)
everyone has a go, working with a partner or small group, while the teacher listens and coaches
2-3 minutes

Link

•
•
•

re-state the teaching point – connect it to not just today, but every day
they go and do their own work – working independently & collaboratively with their partners
about 1 minute

Format from - Units of Study for Teaching Writing - Calkins

= 10 minutes

Scaffolded Support

Gradually releasing responsibility to children as
they gain expertise, teaching a few strategies of
great consequence in depth over time, and giving
children the gifts of time, choice, response,
community, and structure.

From - Reading with Meaning: Teaching Comprehension in the Primary Grades - Miller

POPEY
Provincial Outreach Program
for the Early Years

Lisa Thomas

www.popey.ca

lisa@popey.ca

www.popey.ca

*additional resources to support today’s learning
are at the back of the eHandout

@POPEYBC

popeybc

pinterest.ca/popeybc

Additional POPEY Docs to Support
Comprehensive Reading - Activities & Levels of Support

Comprehensive Writing - Activities & Levels of Support

Literacy Instructional Strategies

Planning Strategies to Consider

Planning & Strategies to Support English Language Learners

Universal Design for Learning Supports

Language Games to Support Phonological Awareness

K-3 Literacy Centre Ideas

Sources

unless otherwise noted, images from:
Educlips
Presenter Media
Storyblocks

Info Links
more info links are available on our website

A Guide to Effective Instruction in Reading - K-3 - Ontario Education
A Guide to Effective Instruction in Writing - K-3 - Ontario Education
cast.org -UDL Guidelines
Differentiated Instruction Strategies to Promote Student Learning
Dr. Martha Burns - April 2018 - The New Neuroscience of Language and Literacy
Supporting English Language Learners - Ontario Ministry of Education
Using the 3 UDL Principles to Inform Planning

Videos
more videos are available on our website

TEDTalk - How to Get Better at the Things You Care About
A 4 Year Old’s Speech on the Importance of Reading - Now This
A 4 Year Old’s Problem with New Year’s Resolutions

unless otherwise noted, images from:

Books
What Really Matters in RTI - Allington
The Daily Five - Boushey & Moser
Building Speech and Language Capacity - Calgary Catholic School District
Units of Study in Phonics - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project
Units of Study in Reading - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project
Units of Study in Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project
The Writing Thief - Culham
Reading Power - Gear
Mindsets & Moves - Goldberg
The Motivated Brain - Gregory & Kaufeldt
Teaching with the Brain in Mind - Jensen
Comprehension Connections - McGregor
Reading with Meaning: Teaching Comprehension in the Primary Grades - Miller
The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo
The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo
Formative Assessment in a Brain-Compatible Classroom - Tate
Differentiated Instruction in Action - Tomlinson
The Differentiated Classroom: Responding to the Needs of All Learners - Tomlinson
Comprehensive Literacy Resource for K, 1-2 Teachers - Trehearne

Educlips
Presenter Media
Storyblocks

Additional Information
& Support

Creating a Responsive & Caring Classroom
The social curriculum (i.e. Core Competencies) are important skills & traits that
children need in order to be successful academically and socially
How children learn is as important as what children learn, which should
include opportunities for play and choice
Cognitive growth occurs through social interaction, including
opportunities to solve differences of opinion &/or conflict
Provide a strong infrastructure of routines and guidelines

Adapted from - The First Six Weeks of School - Denton & Kriete & Purposeful Play - Mraz, Porcelli & Tyler

continued...

Creating a Responsive & Caring Classroom
...continued

Knowing the children we teach is as important as knowing the content we
teach - which can be done through play.
Class meetings can be a forum for community building, sharing, reflection
and modelling problem solving strategies
Teach with independence in mind through reading/writing workshop &
literacy centres

Adapted from - The First Six Weeks of School - Denton & Kriete & Purposeful Play - Mraz, Porcelli & Tyler

Literacy Centres
Centres can help create time for:

student
"
"
"
"

choice
practice
engagement
collaboration

Adapted from - Florida Center for Reading Research

teacher
"small-group

instruction/intervention
"individual instruction/intervention
"student observation & assessment
"collaboration

Important Components of Literacy Centres
"focus on your teaching purpose first
!

think about the practice & purpose - not the materials, activities or “stuff”

"link back to your teaching

connect the activities, purpose for instruction, books, etc. from your instruction to the centres

!

"slow down to speed up

slower pace at the beginning of the year to lay the foundation
! establish routines for independent learning (at least 6 weeks)
!

"balance process and product

students don’t need to create a product at every centre
! opportunities to practice reading & writing at centres should be celebrated
!

"less is more & balance novelty

don’t put out too much stuff all at once - easier for management
! balance new materials - integrate new ideas slowly
!

"simplify
!

keep classroom management & material organization simple

Adapted from - Literacy Work Stations - Making Centers Work - Diller

What Does This Look, Sound & Feel Like?
Literacy Centres should:
look like:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

kids are reading
kids are writing
kids are listening
kids are talking with their
partners/groups
kids are putting things
back in their places
kids stay at their centres
kids are on task
kids know how to get help
from peers - so the
teacher can work with
his/her group

sound like:

• productive buzz
• kids are using softer
voices - so others can
talk and learn
• lots of reading
• lots of writing
• lots of talking about
books
• lots of talking about
writing
• lots of communication &
collaboration

Adapted from - Literacy Work Stations - Making Centers Work - Diller

feel like:

• I can do it!
• I can try new things!
• I can keep working at
what I’ve learned
• calm & productive
• comfortable

Implementing & Managing Literacy Centres
to consider during pre-planning:
flexible groups based on assessment & observation
activities at centres identified through assessment & observation
pre-designed centre management system

to consider as centres are running:
implementation of centre management system
explicit instructions for centre activities
classroom organization
management of transitions
system for student accountability
Adapted from - Florida Center for Reading Research

Reading Centre
Reinforce skills in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

concepts of print
print awareness
phonemic and phonological awareness
word recognition
reading strategies
elements of story
literary elements and devices
vocabulary to talk about texts

centre where students can read books and talk about books and
write about books
levelling of books is an important element for differentiation
modelling of choosing "just right reads" helps to make this centre
successful

Writing Centre
Reinforce skills in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

elements of story
literary elements and devices
text features
writing processes
sentence structure
conventions
creation of stories and other texts
planning and creation of a variety of communication forms

practicing letter formation & letter-sound correspondence for emergent writers
writing for a variety of purposes
talking about writing with peers

Dramatic Play / Oral Language Centre
Reinforce skills in:
•
•
•
•
•
•

structure of story
planning & creating stories
literary elements and devices
oral language strategies
reading strategies
exploration of oral storytelling processes

useful for improving reading comprehension and fluency
encourages creative expression and social interactions
supports listening, speaking, and thinking skills

Word Work Centre
Reinforce skills in:
•
•
•
•
•

phonemic and phonological awareness
concepts of print
print awareness
letter formation
word patterns, word families

a lot of differentiation needed at this centre to reflect the variety of student
strengths and needs
variety of choices should be available at this centre
careful not to have too many materials or cleanup can be a challenge!

DON’T FORGET!
Word Work doesn’t just live in your Word Work
block of time in your timetable!
#

Word Work is best taught across the day in different activities at different
times

#

use the other components of your Comprehensive Literacy program to
add in and reinforce what you’ve taught in Word Work

cat

Adapted from - Units of Study in Phonics Institute - Reading and Writing Project - Columbia University

Word Work Needs to be Engaging
There needs to be a connection between what
we teach & what and HOW our students learn.
#

teaching Word Work through the power of good stories helps get the kids
engaged

#

move, touch, clap, sing, & air-write the letters, sounds and words that
you’re teaching

#

use songs, poems, chants, alphabet charts, picture cards, word cards,
word walls, nursery rhymes, & decodable texts - all in repeated and
engaging ways

Adapted from - Units of Study in Phonics - Calkins, Louis & The Reading and Writing Project

Dramatic Play / Oral Language Centre
Reinforce skills in:
•
•
•
•
•
•

structure of story
planning & creating stories
literary elements and devices
oral language strategies
reading strategies
exploration of oral storytelling processes

useful for improving reading comprehension and fluency
encourages creative expression and social interactions
supports listening, speaking, and thinking skills

Vowel Charts
Can help with the middles of words

# At

first, most of the sounds children hear are consonants.

# Tell

them that every word has at least one vowel.

# When
# Even

the middle of a word is hard, it is often because vowels are tricky.

if their vowel guess is incorrect, it makes the word they are writing

more readable.
# Show

students how to use the vowel chart to help decide which vowel to

use.

a-e-i-o-u
From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Word Walls Can Help Us Make Readable Stories
Teaching word families is high impact instruction

There are 37 word families that can help kids spell about 500 words
The word families help kids make C-V-C words and also teach children a
foundational spelling strategy
One known word can help you spell other unknown words - fit, kit, split
Once writers understand a word family, sometimes they can then begin to
recognize that short vowel sound in other words, too.
Writing workshop is the reason to learn about words.
In some ways, writing workshop is the game and word work time is
the practice.
From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Strategies for Pre-Emergent and Emergent Readers

engagement
noticing details
word choice
sequencing
storytelling
understanding genre
monitoring for meaning
supporting ideas with evidence
inferring
summarizing
fluency & expression
elaborating
dramatic play
From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Engagement
focus
monitoring engagement
monitoring for meaning
activating prior knowledge
stamina
book choice
questioning
visualizing
improving reading rate
recommending books

From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Print Work
Constructing meaning from text - from three sources of info:
meaning, syntax, visual

integrating sources of information
one-to-one matching
decoding
partner reading
monitoring for meaning
decoding multisyllabic words
using structure as a source of information

From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Reading With Fluency

automaticity
intonation
expression
phrasing
partnership (with peers)

From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Supporting Comprehension in Fiction
Understanding Plot and Setting

determining importance
retelling
predicting
visualizing
monitoring for meaning
questioning
summarizing
synthesizing

From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Supporting Comprehension in Fiction
Thinking About Characters

inferring
visualizing
determining importance
supporting ideas with evidence
monitoring for meaning
comparing and contrasting
determining cause and effect
interpreting
fluency

From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Supporting Comprehension in Fiction
Understanding Themes and Ideas

inferring
synthesizing
determining importance
comparing and contrasting
interpreting

From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Supporting Comprehension in Non-Fiction
Determining Main Topic(s) and Idea(s)

synthesizing
determining importance
summarizing
retelling
paraphrasing
questioning
visualizing
comparing and contrasting
inferring
critiquing
From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Supporting Comprehension in Non-Fiction
Determining Key Details

activating prior knowledge
visualizing
monitoring for meaning
determining importance
summarizing
retelling
sequencing
planning
questioning
inferring
understanding cause and effect
critiquing
From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Supporting Comprehension in Non-Fiction
Getting the Most from Text Features

visualizing
questioning
inferring
summarizing
synthesizing
determining importance
monitoring for meaning
making a reading plan

From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Improving Comprehension in Fiction & Non-Fiction
Understanding Vocabulary and Figurative Language

decoding
word recognition
word choice
using words in a correct context
monitoring for meaning
inferring
using references
understanding how words work
synthesizing
From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Supporting Students’ Conversations
Speaking, Listening, and Deepening Comprehension

active listening
body language
balancing conversation
conversation-worthy topics
staying on topic
talk stamina
determining importance
offering new perspectives
elaborating
cooperating & collaborating
thinking flexibly
empathizing
questioning & debating
From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

disagreeing respectfully

Strategies for Improving Writing About Reading
connecting ideas
visualizing
making connections
reacting
quick jotting
considering purpose for writing about reading
determining importance
comparing and contrasting
summarizing & synthesizing
inferring & interpreting
questioning & critiquing
elaborating
considering new points of view
revising ideas
supporting ideas with reasons and text evidence
From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Composing with Pictures

reading writing aloud
storytelling
rehearsing
drafting
revising
editing

From - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Generating & Collecting Ideas

Processes (general)

Genres

drafting
generating and collecting
developing
revising

personal narrative
poetry
persuasive/opinion
fiction

Specific Strategies

observing closely
rereading and looking for patterns
mining mentor texts for topics
asking yourself questions
plus 34 more strategies for this goal

From - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Writing with Focus & Meaning
Genres

narrative
personal narrative/memoir
informational/nonfiction
persuasive/opinion
Strategies

choosing
generating & collecting
drafting
developing
revising
From - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Organization & Structure
Building a solid foundation and framework

Processes (general)

rehearsing
drafting
developing
revising
Genres

narrative
personal narrative/memoir
informational/nonfiction
persuasive/opinion
procedural
From - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

continued…

Strategies for Organization & Structure in Narrative Writing
Where to begin & next steps

…continued

Narrative Progression in Primary

sequential

beginning/lead

Adapted from - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

ending/closure

problem/solution story structure

rising action to build tension

Strategies for Organization & Structure in Narrative Writing
Where to begin & next steps

…continued

Opinion Progression in Primary

randomly lists reasons or facts to support opinion
beginning
ending/closure
facts organized into categories/reasons

beginning transition words used
Adapted from - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Organization & Structure in Narrative Writing
Where to begin & next steps

…continued

Informational Progression in Primary

gives information in a list
attempts to put related info together
organizes related info together in pages or paragraphs
ending/closure relates to topic
introduction relates to topic

Adapted from - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

transition words

Strategies for Elaborating
Strong Use of Purposeful Detail

details
facts
anecdotes
dialogue
inner thinking
setting description
Genres

narrative
personal narrative/memoir
informational/nonfiction
persuasive/opinion
procedural
From - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

character description
statistics
reasons
information
direct quotes from interview subjects

Processes (general)

drafting
generating and collecting
developing
revising

Strategies for Word Choice
What is it I’m trying to say?

Processes (general)

drafting
generating and collecting
developing
revising
Specific Strategies

write with authority
precise nouns
personify to bring objects to life
verbs to match the meaning
plus 28 more strategies for this goal
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Strategies for Writing Conventions
Spelling and Letter Formation

Processes (general)

drafting
generating and collecting
developing
revising
Specific Strategies

write, re-read, write, re-read, repeat
part-by-part spelling
visualizing
use word wall words
plus 18 more strategies for this goal
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Strategies for Writing Conventions
Grammar & Punctuation

Processes (general)

Genres

drafting
generating and collecting
developing
revising

narrative
informational/nonfiction
persuasive/opinion

Specific Strategies

read with your finger
does it sound like a book?
guess what! complete sentences
repeated re-readings to check a checklist
plus 31 more strategies for this goal
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Suggestions for Publishing & Celebrating Writing

author’s day
about the author
time in the author’s chair
reader’s theatre
gallery walk
creating a class book
cross-grade buddy reading
writing portfolios
letter/tweet to the author
illustrator-author match-ups
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